REVELATION, FORESIGHT, AND FORTITUDE: HOW AWARENESS OF THE FUTURE AFFECTED THE EARLY CHURCH AND HOW THEIR PAST MIGHT INFLUENCE OUR FUTURE
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John’s Revelation to the Christian churches of Asia provided a powerful apocalyptic message, helping early Christians to struggle through Roman oppression and emerge beyond the shadow of Second Temple Judaism. Ideological texture analysis from socio-rhetorical criticism deciphers the revelatory model at work in John’s message, while a discussion of present-day foresight models establishes a contemporary corollary for comparative purposes. Where John’s model was based on prophetic, apocalyptic imagery, contemporary foresight models involve a systemic process of envisioning plausible futures that can help to build resiliency into planning processes. Both models have contemporary value. Radical change and incredible complexity have increased the need for hope in the future and for strategic foresight to deal with extraordinary levels of uncertainty. Nevertheless, foresight without Biblical wisdom can lead to selfish utilization of the earth’s finite resources. Revelation and eschatology can help to ensure that foresight motives and applications are consistent with God’s intent. Ultimately, it is the combination of foresight applications and Biblical wisdom that will lead to a future that is, as Ted Peters related, both “human and divine.”

I. INTRODUCTION

The early Christian Church struggled under extreme circumstances. Living under the shadow of the Roman Empire and Second Temple Judaism, the Early Church was strongly influenced and threatened by the political, economic, social, cultural, and religious aspects of that era. The New Testament provides many examples of persecution, turmoil, and how the Early Church responded. However, to gain an appreciation for how an awareness of the future helped the Church to emerge from these challenges, the book of Revelation provides insight through the apocalyptic revelation given by John to the seven churches of Asia. By studying these messages and using ideological texture analysis from socio-rhetorical criticism, a model of Christian foresight emerges.

John’s revelation included acknowledgement, correction, and encouragement in the face of fear, enmity, and shame. In the midst of these trials, John called them to experience friendship, confidence, and intimacy with their Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. The combination of apocalyptic imagery, powerful language, recurring themes, and church specific instructions that shined a spotlight on each of the seven churches must have created a very strong emotional response. Foresight into the future played a crucial role in this process.

This essay reveals the foresight model at work in the churches of Asia by establishing a social, cultural, and historical backdrop for John’s apocalypse. It then focuses on the church of Laodicea to demonstrate the framework of the foresight model and how it may have influenced the Early Church. Although the model is specific to the first-century church, it has the potential to inform and encourage contemporary Christian foresight applications. To that end, the essay describes contemporary foresight models and then compares them with John’s, analyzing the differences and providing implications for Christians who are developing present-day, Christian foresight models.

II. REVELATION

The book of Revelation opens with, “The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave Him to show his servants what must soon take place; He made it known by sending His angel to His servant John, who testified to the word of God and to the
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2 Acts and Rv. All scripture references are from the New Revised Standard Version unless otherwise noted.
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10 Ibid.
testimony of Jesus Christ, even to all that he saw."\(^{11}\) John, the writer of the book of Revelation, then immediately encouraged his readers by telling them that those who would read, hear, and keep the words of the prophecy would be blessed, but he also set the level of urgency by telling them, "The time is near."\(^{12}\) These comments most likely referred to the impending collapse of the second temple, prophesied by Jesus,\(^{13}\) and the problems associated with political accommodation to the Roman Empire.\(^{14}\)

**John’s Message to the Seven Churches**

John’s greeting to the seven churches offered grace and peace as he lifted up Jesus Christ as the eternal ruler of the earth who was to be praised and revered.\(^{15}\) Through apocalyptic imagery and by quoting Christ, John grabbed his reader’s attention, established the authority of Christ in his message to the seven churches, and established himself as the messenger who was to deliver the message.\(^{16}\) John shared the spectacular images he saw and Christ’s response when John fell at His feet in awe of what he had seen.\(^{17}\) John then proceeded to share the messages Christ had for each of the seven churches: Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, and Laodicea.\(^{18}\)

Each message to the seven churches was unique to the specific church being addressed; however, similar themes ran throughout the discourse. This provided explicit instructions for each church while providing a comprehensive framework for all of them. To gain an appreciation for this revelatory model, this essay focuses primarily on the last of the messages, which was addressed to the church of Laodicea.\(^{19}\)

**John’s Message to Laodicea**

The church of Laodicea was "neither cold nor hot,"\(^{20}\) which was clearly not acceptable.\(^{21}\) Although the church at Laodicea perceived itself to be rich, Christ saw it as "wretched, pitiable, poor, blind, and naked."\(^{22}\) He therefore counseled them to acquire "gold refined by fire"\(^{23}\) to become *spiritually* rich, "white robes"\(^{24}\) to cover their
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shame, and “salve” for their eyes that they might see the truth. Christ reproved them out of love, and told them that they needed to repent. He then stated:

Listen! I am standing at the door, knocking; if you hear My voice and open the door, I will come in to you and eat with you, and you with Me. To the one who conquers I will give a place with Me on My throne, just as I Myself conquered and sat down with My Father on His throne. Let anyone who has an ear listen to what the Spirit is saying to the churches.

Writing in the voice of Christ, John acknowledged their downfall, offered correction, and encouraged them. However, more was at work here than initially meets the eye. To gain a better understanding of this message to Laodicea, it is imperative that it be looked at in the historical, social, cultural, and ideological perspective of the time in which it was given.

III. SOCIAL, CULTURAL, AND IDEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

The first-century church was operating under the pressures of the Roman Empire, which established the “dominant culture” throughout that region of the world. Second Temple Judaism, which established a subculture, created additional complications for the fledgling Christians who were looking for a new future. The Christian “counter-culture” was trying to establish a better society, not by violence or legislative action, but by seeking alternatives in Christ who provided new hope and a constructive image of how people and society should behave. Apostle Paul, John’s predecessor to the area, had impressed upon the Early Church that grace—not law—should be their primary concern. Not all Jewish laws and traditions were appropriate for gentile Christians. Furthermore, the Roman Empire was tearing away at the economic, social, cultural, and spiritual fabric of both the Jews and the Christians.

Christians in the Early Church were seeking transformed relationships, reflecting their desire to find appropriate means and improved approaches to coping with the evils of their day. The Early Church had a reformed approach to social structures, seeing the world as corrupt. Their rejection of the Roman Empire would, however, come at a great price. The Jews had already come under the scrutiny of Roman repression, and Christians had to live under the additional weight of Second Temple Judaism. Where much of society was looking to salvation from Rome or strict adherence to Jewish laws and traditions, Christians were looking for salvation through Jesus Christ and a new reality to arise through divine intervention.
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In addition to providing consideration for the historical, social, cultural, and ideological context of the time period, the message to Laodicea should also be viewed within the context of the entire message of Revelation, especially as it related to the first chapter and the messages for the other churches. The first chapter of Revelation acknowledged that John was their brother who was also enduring persecution. This acknowledgement in conjunction with Christ’s promises to those who were to become “conquerors” suggests that the churches were being prepared for making choices “between worshiping the beast of Rome, or the one true God” and that they would need courage to persevere through even greater persecution. Promises of wonderful blessing were to await those who would overcome, and judgment awaited those who would not repent or hold fast to what they had in Christ.

It is most likely that these messages would have been read together in combination to each of the churches, providing local instruction, correction, and encouragement at the same time each congregation could learn about the Church comprehensively. For that reason, it is helpful to acknowledge the similarities and the differences between the messages to each church.

Each of the seven messages was addressed “to the angel of the church,” provided a description of Christ, and indicated Christ’s awareness of their activities. The messages consisted of some combination of encouragement, rebuke, blessing, judgment, or approval. They ended with closing remarks making promises to those who would be conquerors, but spoke to everyone: everyone who had ears was to “listen to what the Spirit is saying to the churches.”

IV. ANALYSIS

The members of the church of Laodicea had a relationship with John (the writer of Revelation), with the other Christian churches in the surrounding area, with Christ (the head of the church as Lord and Savior), and with God through Christ. They also had social relationships with their communities, which were under the influence of Rome and Second Temple Judaism. These relationships were often at odds with each other, creating confusion and questioning the allegiance of the church to Jesus Christ.

John’s revelation, placed in the context of belief in the imminent return of Christ and either his blessings or judgment, would have served to clarify the church’s existing state, its responsibilities, and the future outcomes of their present actions. This foresight would have encouraged them to hold on to those aspects of Christianity where they were strong, to make corrections where they were in error, and to have courage in the face of even greater opposition.
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John’s writings to the seven churches seem most appropriate for the social and political environment at the time of their writing. They also seem consistent with Jesus’ view of the future and the revolution He ignited during His ministry. According to Gary, Jesus viewed the future creatively in contrast to the conventional or counter futures of that day.

As Horsely and Silberman observed, revolutionary response to Roman order was predicated on the harsh political, economic, social, and technological changes thrust upon the Jews as radical change swept the land. Remaking Galilee, according to these authors, was about the impact of Rome on this fringe community that failed to realize Rome’s promises of “prosperity and hope.” They further asserted that Jesus sparked a different kind of revolution: a revolution of hope and confidence through community instead of violence and bloodshed—a spiritual revolution to restore a covenantal system that placed God above all, called for preservation of Israel’s legacy, and viewed all people as one family under God.

This “social transformation” provided freedom and independence from Roman tyranny, as Jesus’ disciples dispatched more than a spiritual revolution; they also promoted “a community-oriented political-religious program of renewal.” In contrast to other views on eschatology, these perspectives focused on generational concerns, not a distant future with surrealistic apocalyptic implications. As a result, they would have evoked strong emotions in the readers and hearers of the messages, which would have helped them to recognize the destructive powers at work in the Roman Empire’s attempt to establish a world religion. In association with John’s apocalyptic revelation, the early Christian churches were gaining the fortitude they needed to emerge from the shadow of Second Temple Judaism and Roman tyranny.

V. CONTEMPORARY FORESIGHT MODELS

Foresight—in contemporary terms—implies an ability to construct views of the future that incorporate multiple, plausible, and insightful alternatives. The goal of foresight is to provide better, more informed decision making. It can mitigate uncertainty and help decision makers “move forward with [greater] clarity, creativity, and confidence.” According to Andy Hines, the process involves framing, scanning,
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forecasting, visioning, planning, and acting. Scenario planning also plays a role; however, Lindgren and Bandhold\textsuperscript{54} noted that forecasting (projection) and visioning (establishing a desired future) are different from scenario planning.

Ralston and Wilson\textsuperscript{55} provided an in-depth process for scenario planning, which facilitates the process of “developing strategies in uncertain times.”\textsuperscript{56} Scenarios provide stories of “what can conceivably happen”\textsuperscript{57} in contrast to expectations and desired outcomes. This distinction makes scenarios more effective at revealing risks and the potential impact of previously unanticipated events. Scenarios also establish a mechanism to identify and plan for the potential vagaries of the future. Furthermore, they provide planners with opportunities “to engage in ‘rehearsals of the future’”\textsuperscript{58} while there is still enough time to adjust. In this way, scenario planning provides a link between futurology and strategy.\textsuperscript{59}

As instability and uncertainty intensify, the number of assumptions in planning processes increase,\textsuperscript{60} which amplifies the need for strategic foresight and scenario planning. This is particularly true for circumstances such as crisis management, opportunity management, and risk management.\textsuperscript{61} However, because “strategic foresight is based on the principle of planning from the future back to the present,”\textsuperscript{62} it is atypical, requires new approaches, and demands different ways of thinking.

Strategic foresight is a process that learns from the past, uses the present to determine critical issues for the future, and then visualizes the future in multiple ways to positively influence the present and the future.\textsuperscript{63} It also provides a proving ground for strategies. Testing strategies, according to Heijden,\textsuperscript{64} involves running planning ideas through multiple futures to see how they hold up to a range of possibilities. This process helps to identify internal strengths and weaknesses in the context of a variety of external opportunities and threats. But being prepared for the future requires much more. It requires a different world view than those that dominate current thinking.\textsuperscript{65} Beyond the technological, economic, and political consequences are social and moral
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consequences that must not be ignored if we are to have a brighter future for everyone.66

“Decisions have long-term consequences,”67 and our worldviews affect our attitudes towards the choices we make and the alternatives we choose. The dominance of instrumental rationality, which has encouraged unlimited growth in infrastructure, “cannot supply useful insights about ethics, meanings, or purposes.”68 Western cultures and an industrialized worldview—through reductionism, desacralization of nature, and cultural editing—have trampled the transcendent goals of meaningful life.69 Unless we can learn to “dance with systems”70 and “dragons”71 with a worldview that is focused on sustainability, respect for our planet, and respect for all of its inhabitants, foresight could lead to further concentration of wealth, power, and corruption. Clearly, this is not what God intended.72

VI. COMPARISON OF FORESIGHT MODELS

John’s vision of the future was born out of prophetic, apocalyptic revelation and the images he saw on the island of Patmos. His revelation for the seven churches of Asia was unlike anything experienced in present times. It provided a dramatic reflection of the churches’ conditions and an image of the future that awaited those that would overcome the problems they faced. This foreknowledge encouraged the seven churches of Asia to make adjustments, or course corrections, to get back onto an acceptable path; a path that would lead them to conquer the ills of their day and to prosper in God’s kingdom. It gave them courage in the face of the world’s oppression and uncertainty.

Futurology and present day foresight applications deal with what the world is becoming and the challenges faced by extreme changes in the modern world. However, as reflected in the previous section, contemporary foresight models don’t presume prophetic foreknowledge. They frame key issues, scan the environment for important trends, and envision possible outcomes as part of a comprehensive strategic foresight process that facilitates planning and informed action.73 This is essential for dealing with radical change, globalization, and the complexity of economic, political, technological, ecological, and social systems. Contemporary foresight models involve a human process74 that facilitates decision making under extreme uncertainty.75 Nonetheless,
there are moral components and consequences to the social, technological, economic, environmental, and political choices being made.\textsuperscript{76}

Similar to the time of Christ, contemporary people and governments influence the future by their daily actions. Just as the Roman Empire and the early Christian Church altered the lives of people and their future, actions that are taken today will have both a current and a future impact. What should not be forgotten is that the goal of the Roman Empire was radically different than the vision of the early Christian Church. This is no trivial matter, as today’s foresight applications have the potential to facilitate very different kinds of outcomes. The search for prosperity and hope for the future can lead people to take very different approaches, depending upon their values and the cultural lens they use to view the future.

When futurists “project visions of the kind of utopia they desire in place of oblivion . . . they sound a good deal like those who project the Christian vision of the Kingdom of God.”\textsuperscript{77} Nevertheless, for contemporary foresight applications to be in accordance with God’s will and purpose, they must consider the moral and spiritual implications of their outcomes. This can only happen when preferred futures are in conformity with God’s eternal principles and the desired outcomes identified in the Bible. A secular, humanistic approach that focuses on selfish motives is destined to fall short of an approach that integrates Biblical wisdom and principles.\textsuperscript{78} For this reason, it makes sense to employ the best of both.

Futurology and foresight applications can help to make better sense out of the world. Revelation and eschatology can help people to stay on track as they plan for the future, shaping it in the image that God has given and allowing for Christ to have a transformational impact throughout time.\textsuperscript{79} Both the accuracy of strategic foresight applications and the outcomes of their resultant strategies will remain uncertain. What can be certain is the hope that can be placed in God when those applications remain in conformity with His ultimate design.

VII. IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The world is very different today than it was in the time of John. As a result, foresight models are much different than they were then. Nevertheless, the revelatory model in John’s apocalypse can do much to inform present-day foresight applications. For example, John’s dramatic image of the future had a powerful influence that created a sense of urgency. An extreme vision of the future can be a powerful motivator, but it needs to be shared in a context that is applicable and understandable—both locally and globally.

Readers of John’s Revelation were provoked and encouraged to abide in the will of God, caring for one another and living in obedience. Present-day foresight models can also have a powerful influence thorough the development of dramatic images of the
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future; however, the moral concerns for remaining in God’s will and protecting His creation should not be overlooked.

Under the Roman Empire, the Jews and the Christians had limited options. Today, particularly in the United States, there is far more freedom. It is extremely important that people exercise their rights to that freedom in a way that is pleasing to God, honoring the stewardship responsibilities that all Christians have to the Creator and His creation.

Although a case might be made that foresight and eschatology have little to do with each other, they do share common ground. For example, according to Ted Peters,80 “the future is an intrinsically moral concern,”81 and “future consciousness itself is an intensely religious phenomenon,”82 tying together the desperate streams of futurology and eschatology. This would be hard to accept if not for application of the “hermeneutic of culture,”83 which broadens religion to include the ultimate concerns of a culture even when they are secularly based.

If “futurology is the science that seeks to understand the future and provide the tools whereby humans can obtain greater control over their own destiny,”84 then like eschatology, which comes at the present from a different direction,85 it still concerns itself with the future outcome of the human race. If we accept that futurology helps us to become, and eschatology helps us to appreciate the coming of God’s final kingdom, there is ample territory for the streams to overlap. As Slaughter86 noted, worldviews and attitudes play a significant role in decisions made about the future. Sustainability—referring to both ecological and eternal sustainability—cannot be reached without an ultimate concern for the human race. Futurology presents many different futures; however, without values and eschatology, the “ultimate concerns” for the human race will not be met.87 It is here where the past, the present, and the future merge.

The past is history, and the future is uncertain; however, getting caught up with complacency or fear can undermine both the present and the future.88 What people can do is learn from the past, and, with hope for the future, use today to plan for a better tomorrow. Both futurology and eschatology can help.

Respect for the planet and its inhabitants demands better understanding of not only what has been done, but what will be done. Here, futurology can provide foresight to leverage opportunities, while avoiding destructive tendencies. However, futurology, mingled with grounded and hopeful eschatology, provides a platform for truly constructive action in our present age.89 Today we can help shape the future, but an ever-present assurance of God’s love can encourage us to live in harmony as
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responsible stewards, applying what we have learned from the past, and looking forward to our future in Christ Jesus.  

By framing the present with eschatology that is grounded in the past, ever present, and looks to the certain hope of God through Jesus Christ in the future, we can have greater assurance of living according to God’s will. Eschatology provides an image of our ultimate future as God intends it to be. Christ (born in the past), through “The Word,” provides proof of God’s divinity, connecting the past and the future to the present: in Christ’s example we see God’s future kingdom. Futurology identifies future risks resulting from our present actions; however, as Peters noted, people must make decisions: will we “revel for a few short decades in one last gluttonous technological fling . . . or invoke a new sense of ecological thrift” and commitment to our descendant’s wellbeing. The present value of these streams merging reflects hope for a sure future, judgment for present ills, better understanding of consequences, encouragement to change, and directions on how to do so. Separated, these streams could leave Christians without present insight into the damage they might

90 Hoekema, “Recent Trends in Eschatology.” As Hoekema notes, “The kingdom of God is both present and future. Biblical eschatology, in other words, if it is to be complete, must deal with both present realities and future hopes” (p. 316).


92 Hoekema, “Recent Trends in Eschatology.” Hoekema revealed that Christ’s arrival—in one sense—ushered in the kingdom of God, which made it present for those in the time of Christ and a past historical event for us. However, through Christ’s saving grace and the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, the kingdom of God lives in all those who have been redeemed, with a corresponding obligation to live sanctified lives. Peters, Futures. As Peters noted, God’s future kingdom was made present in Christ: “He is tomorrow’s bread given us today” (p. 52). “God’s eschatological future became present and . . . the hopes of humanity for a new and better world have received divine confirmation” (p. 63). “In Christ God has promised vindication to those who seek to make his future kingdom a present reality. Hope based on this promise gives us the power to live resurrected lives now” (p. 66).

93 Hoekema, “Recent Trends in Eschatology.” Hoekema traversed the chasms between realized eschatology, present obligation, and future eschatology in a way that places us in the overlap between Christ’s arrival and the coming of God’s kingdom. While we can debate whether the kingdom of God is a divine gift that is yet to come or a realized eschatology obtained through Christ’s arrival, acceptance of Christ places a present obligation on those who are redeemed to honor God by reflecting the kingdom of God right here and right now, regardless of what is in store for the future.
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95 Ibid. Peters used Scriptures to reveal the combined evidence of eye witness accounts to the empty tomb and personal encounters after Christ’s resurrection. For Jesus, the Easter resurrection was the arrival, or preactualization, of the future reality of God’s kingdom. For us, according to Peters, it was the promise “of the eschatological future itself” (p. 54).
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98 Based on God’s divine promise for restoration, resurrection, and a heavenly kingdom.

99 Acknowledging that we live in a sick and sinful world.

100 Through the tools of futurology, which predict the future ills of threatening trends, and through recognition that sin creates separation from God.

101 Recognizing that our current, Western values have the potential to destroy our planet, that we can make changes to improve things in the near term, and that we may hope for God’s kingdom, which—in its fullness—is yet to come.

102 Futurology, eschatology, and the foresight to combine them with Biblical wisdom and godly character can steer us in the right direction and give us hope for a better future—near term and ultimately.
cause,\textsuperscript{103} or futurists without the moral values to steer future efforts in accordance with the will of God.\textsuperscript{104} Christians are \textit{presently} responsible for a \textit{future} that—\textit{in the interim} between now and the coming of God’s ultimate kingdom—is consistent with his absolute will. Using “the tools of \textit{futurum} . . . \textit{eschatology commits us to adventus} . . . [and] a future that is both human and divine.”\textsuperscript{105}
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\textsuperscript{103} Referring to the social and ecological ramifications of not caring appropriately for our planet or its inhabitants.
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